Collaborative Revision with Google Docs

One of the best features of Google Docs is the **collaboration feature**. Students can use this feature to edit each other’s writing and engage in the peer review process.

Some ideas for using the collaboration feature include the following:

- Collaborative book reports
- Peer editing
- Collaborative creative writing

Teachers can use the collaboration feature to monitor students’ progress. This tool facilitates teacher comments on student essays. No more waiting until students turn in their essay. Check essays online and even make suggestions for revisions to drive successful, proofread projects from early on. When students finally print out their work, they will have been proofed.

1. Once in Google Docs, select the **Share** tab in the upper right hand corner. Students can invite their writing buddy or buddies to be collaborators, by simply entering their email addresses and clicking “Invite Collaborators.” Make sure they also invite you, the teacher, so that you can monitor their progress and provide feedback along the way.

2. After students are entered as collaborators and after they collaborate, the following screen will be visible. Notice that each collaborator will have a different color to distinguish what they contributed to the document.
As your students revise a document, the revision screen will show who worked on the document and when they worked on it. When two students edit an essay, you can easily see who did what by comparing two revisions or browsing through the revisions.

In the example below, the work done by Sambengston is in green and the work done by Elizabeth is in red. Both colors correspond to the student’s name.
4. When your student is ready to print, he or she should click on the “Print” link. This is what the document looks like when it is ready to print. Notice that none of the comments or edits appear when the essay is printed.

Note: Restaurant review

Nola, located at 535 Ramona Street, is a lively restaurant ideal for young adults in the mood for seafood and other New Orleans dishes. Being on the expensive side it is not great for teenagers and the exotic entrees would not appeal to children. Nola is a restaurant to remember with its vibrant colored walls, eccentric artwork, and many candles strewn throughout the restaurant. I enjoyed the wildness and uniqueness of the atmosphere which makes the evening dinner feel like a party.

Despite the large size of the restaurant the food comes quickly and with friendly service. The food is presented uniquely on the over sized plates. The food flavors are spicy and exotic, and there is a large selection of seafood including their appetizer of crawfish remoulade (4.95) which tastes delicious and fresh. Apart from the seafood entrees there is the ya-ca main salad (4.95) which is an unexpectedly spicy mix of chicken, cabbage, and noodles and is served cold but still very enjoyable and fresh. Also, the fish’s famous shrimp steak (17.95) is cooked to perfection and comes with moist garlic mashed potatoes. Size are relatively large and I could easily split an entree, but someone with a larger appetite might want one entree for themselves.

5. Helpful Hints for using Google Docs. Comments feature:
• To help identify students easily, ask them to change their display name to Last Name, First Name. Otherwise, you will have to figure out who is who with names like “boogliewoogliebear.” Click on the Settings link from the Docs home page:
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• To get students really excited about their work, tell them you are going to publish it on the web. Whether they have two readers or 1,000 readers, they will work harder on their article because they know there is a real audience out there. Publishing from Docs is easy. Just click on the Publish button.
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Then copy the URL and paste it into an email or Web page to link to the article on Google Docs.